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I. INTRODUCTION1

Q. Please state your name, title and business address.2

A. My name is Carl E. Erhart.  I am President of the Central Region for Verizon 3

Communications. My business address is 701 Brazos Street, Suite 600, Austin, Texas 4

78701.5

6

Q. Are you the same Carl E. Erhart who filed direct testimony on July 8, 2009?7

A. Yes.8

9

Q. On whose behalf are you offering rebuttal testimony?10

A. My rebuttal testimony is offered on behalf of Verizon Communications Inc., Verizon 11

North Inc., Verizon South Inc. and New Communications of the Carolinas. (Verizon).12

13

Q. Please describe the purpose of your rebuttal testimony.14

A. My rebuttal testimony and the rebuttal testimony of Verizon witness Stephen Smith and 15

Frontier witnesses Daniel McCarthy, Billy Jack Gregg, and Kim Czak respond to the 16

issues raised in direct testimony by the Staff of the Illinois Commerce Commission 17

(“Staff”), The Illinois Attorney General and Citizen’s Utility Board (AG-CUB), Comcast18

Phone of Illinois, LLC, d/b/a Comcast Digital Phone (Comcast), The International 19

Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, Locals 21, 51 and 702 (IBEW), The Department of 20

Defense and all other Federal Executive Agencies in Illinois (DoD/FEA), and the Illinois 21

Public Telecommunications Association (IPTA) (collectively, “Intervenors”) in their 22

responsive testimony, which was filed October 20, 2009.  These parties ask the 23
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Commission to reject or impose conditions on the proposed transaction between Verizon 24

and Frontier.25

26

The issues raised by Staff and the Intervenors fall into four major categories:  (1) the 27

replication of the existing retail and wholesale systems Verizon will transfer to Frontier, 28

including the reasonableness of fees Frontier will pay to Verizon for supporting these 29

systems; (2) Frontier’s financial ability to operate after the transaction closes, including 30

Frontier’s assumptions on how successful it will be and its projected synergies; (3) 31

Frontier’s ability to provide quality retail and wholesale services and to deploy broadband 32

service after the reorganization; and (4) special interest-specific issues raised by Comcast, 33

the IPTA, and DoD/FEA, such as maintaining existing services.  Also, various 34

Intervenors have proposed numerous conditions allegedly meant to “remedy” the issues 35

they raise.  Verizon’s and Frontier’s rebuttal testimony addresses all of these issues and 36

explains why the transaction should be approved without any conditions other than what 37

Staff has proposed subject to Frontier’s responsive comments..38

39

Q. Please summarize the issues each Verizon and Frontier witness addresses in their 40

rebuttal testimony.41

A. I address various broadband deployment and service quality matters raised by Staff 42

witnesses Qin Liu, Stacy Ross, and Samuel McClerren.  I also respond to certain matters 43

raised by AG-CUB witness Lee Selwyn, and IBEW witnesses Randy Barber and Susan 44

Baldwin.  Finally, I address the issues raised by Comcast, IPTA and the DoD/FEA.  I 45

explain that Comcast, the only competitive local exchange carrier (CLEC) to file 46
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testimony in this proceeding, generally is satisfied with Verizon’s wholesale service 47

quality and seeks to ensure that Frontier provides the same service after the transaction.  48

Similarly, the IPTA and the DoD/FEA seek assurance that the level of service they are 49

receiving today is continued post-transaction. 50

51

Verizon witness Stephen Smith’s rebuttal testimony addresses the various systems issues. 52

He explains that the systems – both retail and wholesale – will be in place and operating 53

before they are transferred to Frontier, and that, contrary to the Intervenors’ claims, this 54

transaction is very different with regards to the newly developed systems that caused 55

problems in the FairPoint and Hawaiian Telcom transactions.  56

57

Frontier witness Daniel McCarthy’s rebuttal testimony addresses Frontier’s financial 58

ability to operate the acquired companies and its ability to provide quality retail and 59

wholesale services and to deploy broadband service post-close.  His testimony also 60

addresses the systems issues from Frontier’s perspective.  He explains that Frontier will 61

ensure the systems operate as they do today before Frontier closes the transaction, and 62

that Frontier will have sufficient (and sufficiently trained) personnel to operate these 63

systems and process retail and wholesale orders.  64

65

Ms. Kim Czak also responds to the Staff and Comcast witnesses and explains 66

that Frontier has extensive experience in providing service to CLECs and that the 67

proposed transaction between Frontier and Verizon has been structured to avoid the 68

difficulties and problems encountered by other carriers, which arose from cutovers to 69
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deficient operational support systems.  Frontier will continue to utilize the Verizon 70

operational support systems and processes to serve CLECs in Illinois after the closing of 71

the proposed transaction and that the continued use of the Verizon systems, 72

interconnection agreements and arrangements will result in at least the same quality of 73

services and support that those CLECs receive today.  74

75

Mr. Gregg’s testimony addresses Illinois and national quality of service data for Frontier 76

and Verizon presented by witnesses for the Staff and intervenors and examines how 77

states with jurisdiction over recent Frontier acquisitions have evaluated actual on-the-78

ground service quality data related to Frontier.  He concludes there has been no decline in 79

service quality in service territories recently acquired by Frontier.  Mr. Gregg also 80

addresses certain assertions about Frontier’s broadband service made by witnesses 81

Baldwin and Selwyn and concludes that Frontier has demonstrated that it can and will 82

deploy broadband aggressively and successfully and that the acceleration in the 83

deployment of broadband will be one of the primary benefits flowing from approval of 84

this transaction.  85

86

Q. Before addressing the specific issues that Staff and the various Intervenors raise, are 87

there any defects that apply broadly to their arguments?88

A. Yes.  A number of the intervenors’ concerns are not related to the proposed transaction or 89

the Joint Application.  Instead, these Intervenors are seeking to insert into this proceeding 90

an array of issues with no nexus to the proposed transaction.  For example, Comcast 91

seeks to unilaterally impose interconnection rates, terms and conditions upon the Joint 92
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Applicants outside the required negotiation and arbitration framework of the federal act 93

or to raise issues that should be addressed in accordance with the procedures under its94

existing interconnection agreement.  This is not the proper forum to establish terms and 95

conditions for interconnection – Frontier has made clear it will honor all existing 96

interconnection agreements (ICAs).97

98

Q. Have the Joint Applicants shown that the proposed transaction satisfies the 99

requirements of Section 7-204?100

A. Yes.  The transaction satisfies all the statutory requirements:101

• the Reorganization will not diminish Frontier’s abilities to provide adequate, 102
reliable, efficient, safe and least cost service (220 ILCS 5/7-204(b)(1));103

• the Reorganization will not result in any unjustified subsidization of non-104
utility activities by Frontier or its customers (220 ILCS 5/7-204(b)(2));105

• Frontier’s costs and facilities are each fairly and reasonably allocated between 106
utility and non-utility activities in such a manner so that the Commission has 107
been, and will be, able to identify those costs and facilities that are properly 108
included for ratemaking purposes (220 ILCS 5/7-204(b)(3));109

• the Reorganization will not significantly impair Frontier’s abilities to raise 110
necessary capital on reasonable terms or to maintain a reasonable capital 111
structure (220 ILCS 5/7-204(b)(4));112

• that after completion of the Reorganization, Frontier will remain subject to all 113
applicable laws, regulations, rules, decisions and policies governing the 114
regulation of Illinois incumbent local exchange carriers (220 ILCS 5/7-115
204(b)(5));116

• that the activities related to the Reorganization are not likely to have a 117
significant adverse effect on competition in those markets over which the 118
Commission has jurisdiction (220 ILCS 5/7-204(b)(6)); and119

• that the activities related to the Reorganization are not likely to result in any 120
adverse rate impacts on Frontier’s retail customers (220 ILCS 5/7-204(b)(7).121
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Frontier witness McCarthy summarized each of these requirements in his Direct testimony 122

and explains that Joint Applicants have satisfied all of them. 123

124

II. STAFF ISSUES125

A. Qin Liu126

Q. In her rebuttal testimony, Dr. Liu asks Verizon (1) to explain how it calculates the 127

advanced service penetration rates for Verizon North and Verizon South, (2) to 128

clarify whether Verizon included any broadband services based on a technology 129

other than DSL, and (3) to clarify if, by “advanced services,” Verizon refers to 130

services that meet the definition of Section 13-517(c).  (Liu Direct, Staff Ex 4 at 8.)  131

Please respond.132

A. First, Verizon calculates its advanced service coverage rate in accordance with the 133

Commission’s methodology, as presented in its Inquiry into the Status of Development of 134

Telecommunications Services to Consumers under Section 13-407 of the Public Utility 135

Act, See Docket No. 09-0035, Appendix A, Chart 3. In performing this calculation, 136

Verizon treats Verizon North and Verizon South on a combined basis.137

138

Second, in its reports, Verizon includes broadband services other than DSL as expressly 139

permitted by Chart 3.  Specifically, Verizon has included fixed and mobile wireless 140

services provided by two of its affiliates, Verizon Avenue and Verizon Wireless.141

142

Third, all the “advanced services” Verizon reports on Chart 3 (and in response to Staff 143

Data Request JZ2.01) exceed the 200kbps definition of 13-517(c).144
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145

Q. Dr. Liu states that Verizon North and Verizon South should not have calculated 146

broadband coverage on a combined basis, and that Verizon South, standing alone, 147

does not comply with Section 13-517 of the Public Utilities Act (”Act”).  (Liu Direct, 148

Staff Ex 4 at 10.)  She recommends that the Commission direct Frontier to bring 149

Verizon South (NewILEC) into compliance within 24 months of the merger. Please 150

respond.151

A. Verizon respectfully disagrees with Dr. Liu.  The history of Verizon’s performance under 152

Section 13-517 of the Act shows that Verizon has been allowed to combine the 153

calculations for Verizon North and Verizon South.154

155

By way of background, Verizon filed for a waiver of the advanced service requirement in 156

2002, and in that proceeding Verizon North and South were treated together as a single 157

unit.  The Commission granted Verizon a waiver of the Section 13-517 deployment 158

requirements on June 24, 2003, and this waiver expired on January 1, 2008 (Docket No. 159

02-0560).  At the time the waiver expired, the Commission Staff issued a formal data 160

request to Verizon requesting exchange level detail of its advanced service coverage as of 161

December 31, 2007, to verify Verizon’s compliance with Section 13-517.  On August 26, 162

2008, Verizon provided and reviewed its response with the Staff.  This analysis showed a 163

combined Verizon North and Verizon South coverage. It also showed that Verizon 164

South, standing alone, was below the requisite percentage, but Staff did not take issue 165

with Verizon’s combining Verizon North and Verizon South.  Verizon believes that this 166
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treatment is appropriate given Verizon South’s relatively small size – it constitutes about167

4% of Verizon’s access lines in Illinois.  168

169

But this issue may be moot.  As discussed in Frontier witness McCarthy’s testimony, 170

Frontier is willing to address Staff’s concern about compliance.171

172

B. Stacy Ross173

Q. What are Ms. Ross’s concerns with the proposed transaction?174

A. Ms. Ross, while not opposed to the transaction, seeks assurances that Frontier will have 175

the appropriate systems, personnel, and expertise to maintain and operate the 911 system.176

177

Q. Will Frontier have the ability, the appropriate systems, personnel and expertise to 178

maintain and operate the 911 system?179

A. Yes.  Frontier witness McCarthy explained in his direct testimony (Joint Applicants’ 180

Ex. 1 at 31) that Frontier will provide the same 911 services Verizon provides today, and 181

that the employees who operate and support Verizon’s existing 911 systems will continue 182

to do so after the transaction as employees of Frontier.183

184

Q. Ms. Ross asked for additional detail on 911 staffing, including where employees 185

supporting 911 services will be located.  (Staff Ex 6 p. 10) Please respond.186

A. In her direct testimony, Ms. Ross expressed some concerns with Frontier’s plans to 187

provide 911 services post-transaction.  She said she would be satisfied, however, “if all of 188

the Verizon 911 Care Center employees dedicated to Illinois continued to do so as 189
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Frontier employees after the transaction.”  (Ross Direct, Staff Ex 6 at 9.)  Specifically, 190

she seeks more detailed information regarding 911 staffing levels prior to and after 191

completion of the transaction, including information about who will perform the various 192

operations and where they will be located.  In addition, she stated that “it is vital that the193

Commission’s 9-1-1 Program Manager be notified of any staffing changes regarding 911 194

personnel in or assigned to Illinois on a going-forward basis.  Frontier should commit to 195

notifying the Commission’s 911 Program Manager of all such changes on a going-196

forward basis.”  (Id. at 10.)197

198

Verizon confirms that all the employees listed (by title) on page 8 of her testimony, 199

including the additional employees identified below, will be transferred to Frontier at 200

completion of the transaction.  Also, prior to closing, Verizon will open a new 911 201

customer care center to serve the affected states, including Illinois, which will be located 202

in West Virginia.  This center will be staffed by trained personnel who will perform the 203

same work that is currently performed for the affected states.  Verizon personnel support 204

the Illinois 9-1-1 services from several locations today. Currently, the 9-1-1 Service 205

Manager, 9-1-1 Manager Technical Services and 9-1-1- Project Manager are located in 206

Illinois; the 9-1-1 Tier 2 Customer Premise Equipment (CPE) Support employee is 207

located in Texas; the 9-1-1 Tier 2 Database Management Support/ 9-1-1 Wireless/VoIP 208

Implementation employee is located in North Carolina; the 9-1-1 Corporate Account 209

Manager is located in Michigan; the 9-1-1 Sales Engineer is located in Wisconsin; and 210

the E9-1-1 Specialist and Data Base Representative are located in Indiana.  As Mr. 211

McCarthy testifies in his rebuttal testimony, the Verizon employees transferred to 212
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Frontier will continue in the same functions and providing the same support following the 213

closing of the transaction. In response to Ms. Ross’ concern (at page 11), the Commission 214

can be assured that the Verizon 9-1-1 staff being transferred to Frontier will have the 215

experience and competencies necessary to complete the current E9-1-1 functions in 216

Illinois.217

218

Q. Ms. Ross also asks for any plans addressing “network re-arrangements” affecting 219

the existing ALI databases. (Ross Direct, Staff Ex 6 p 13) Please respond.220

A. As Ms. Ross states, Verizon currently provides Automatic Location Identification (ALI) 221

Service in Illinois by connecting two mated ALI systems to each public safety answering 222

point with dedicated facilities.  These systems are currently used to serve the PSAP 223

customers that will become Frontier customers at closing, but they also serve those that 224

will remain customers of the Verizon companies that are not part of the transaction.  225

Verizon has developed a plan to separate these systems while continuing to provide 226

future Frontier customers with two mated ALI systems dedicated solely to the operations 227

transferred to Frontier.  These systems will be replicated versions of the existing systems 228

Verizon uses today to provide 911 functionality. Verizon witness, Mr. Smith discusses 229

replication in detail in his Rebuttal Testimony. Ms. Ross does not object to the network 230

re-arrangements, but seeks assurance that a “final” network plan to separate these 231

systems has been completed, including a timeline for completion. (Ross Direct at 13.)232

233
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Q. Can you confirm that the plan to separate the network re-arrangements Ms. Ross 234

describes in her testimony has been completed, including a timeline for completion 235

(Ross Direct, Staff Ex 6 p 13)?236

A. Yes.  The plan is complete and it includes a timeline for completion of all work by 237

March, 2010. Of course, although the plan’s significant aspects and timelines are now 238

cemented, every project undergoes minor revisions throughout the process.  In general, 239

Verizon will replicate the E911 equipment and facilities that will serve the affected states, 240

with the geographic redundancy and diversity criteria currently employed today.  The 241

plan will include use of replicated ALI and Service Adjunct, Database Management 242

System, Information Manager and Gateway platforms.  These platforms will be installed 243

in Ft. Wayne, Indiana and in Everett, Washington.  244

245

Q. Ms. Ross suggests (Ross Direct, Staff Ex 6 pp 16-17) that New Communications of 246

the Carolinas will need a 911 certificate for the former Verizon properties.  Please 247

respond.248

A. Ms. Ross is attempting to interpret a new Illinois statute for which the Commission has 249

not yet promulgated rules.  Although I am not an attorney, this statute requires new 250

providers of 911 service – i.e., those that were not providing 911 service on June 30, 251

2009 – to obtain a 911 certificate.  Here, New Communications of the Carolinas is 252

“stepping into the shoes” of Verizon South, and will hold all Verizon South’s Illinois 253

assets and employees providing telephone service, including its 911 service.  The 911 254

service that New Communications of the Carolinas will provide is the same 911 service 255

that Verizon South currently provides and has provided long before June 30, 2009.  256
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Indeed, like Verizon South’s 9-1-1 services today, New Communications of the Carolinas 257

9-1-1 services will be operationally integrated with the 9-1-1 operations of Verizon North 258

– which does not require a new certificate.259

260

Nevertheless, Verizon does not oppose Staff’s position that New Communications of the 261

Carolina obtain a certificate, and Frontier has indicated it will apply for one, if necessary.  262

Accordingly, Verizon and Frontier respectfully request that the Commission issue a 263

certificate as part of its final order in this docket.  Indeed, the Joint Application 264

specifically asked the Commission to grant “all other necessary and appropriate relief” to 265

complete the transaction, and this request encompasses the 911 certificate.266

267

C. Samuel McClerren268

Q. Mr. McClerren suggests his actual monthly service quality performance data 269

demonstrate that Verizon has difficulty in meeting the minimum standards 270

contained in Part 730.  In particular, he expresses concern about Verizon’s 271

performance with respect to the Business Office Answer Time, the Service 272

Installations, and the Out of Service < 24 Hours standards and argues that its 273

performance may indicate Verizon’s “levels of field personnel may be very close to 274

the bare minimum.”  He argues that these data, combined with Frontier 275

performance data, indicate that service quality will likely decline if the transaction 276

were approved.  (McClerren Direct, Staff Ex 1 pp 17-22.)  Please respond.277

A. Verizon service quality in Illinois is very good. The performance metrics Mr. McClerren 278

highlights are not indicative of any Verizon systemic problem in meeting service quality 279
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rules. For example, the Business Office Answer Time results that were missed “5 out of 280

12 months” are all related to an isolated event – an operational change intended to 281

improve the availability of service representatives to our customers, and to which 282

Verizon provided the Commission advance notice of possible Answer Time delays 283

during implementation. Except for this instance, Verizon has consistently met the metric.284

Again, Mr. McClerren points out that Verizon missed the 90% Service Installation 285

objective “3 out of 12 months”, but this does not support a conclusion that Verizon has 286

difficulty meeting service standards. As Verizon explained in its notification to the 287

Commission, the July through September, 2008 misses were the result of a coding error 288

that caused dry-loops to be erroneously included in the metric calculation. Once 289

identified and corrected, Verizon did not miss the installation objective again, until June, 290

2009, (and then only missing it slightly: 88.8% vs 90% objective) due to a massive storm 291

in southern Illinois, necessitating the reallocation of Verizon’s workforce from other parts 292

of the state.  293

294

Finally, Mr. McClerren cites to Verizon missing the 95% Out of Service objective “3 out 295

of 12 months”. Again, this is misleading. First of all, I believe that Mr. McClerren’s 296

Attachment-2 contains an entry error. The January, 2009, entry of 94% is incorrect, and 297

Verizon actually exceeded the objective with a result of 95.41%. Of the two remaining 298

misses identified, the May, 2009 miss (93% vs 95% objective) was the result of the storm 299

mentioned above, and the August, 2008 miss (94% vs 95% objective) was again the 300

result of extreme weather. 301

302
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As evident from Mr. McClerren’s Attachment, those objectives that Verizon missed are 303

easily explained, and since the same systems, procedures, and employees will be in place 304

post close, Mr. McClerren’s concern that Verizon’s current service quality will cause 305

future service quality difficulties is unfounded.306

307

III. AG – CUB ISSUES308

A. Lee Selwyn309

Q. Dr. Selwyn suggests that rather than spinning off Frontier’s shares to Verizon’s 310

shareholders, Verizon itself should retain those shares for a minimum of 5 years.  311

(Selwyn Dir., AG/CUB Ex 1 p 71) Please comment.312

A. Verizon disagrees with Dr. Selwyn’s proposal to re-write the transaction.  As discussed in 313

Verizon’s and Frontier’s rebuttal testimony, Dr. Selwyn’s proposal is based on erroneous 314

and unsupported claims about the transaction and Frontier’s ability to serve. 315

316

Q. Dr. Selwyn asserts that Frontier will “bear virtually all of the risks associated with 317

this transaction.”  (Selwyn Direct Ex 1 at 60.)  How do you respond?318

A. I disagree.  As discussed by Verizon witness Smith and Frontier witness McCarthy, 319

Verizon is obligated to develop replicated systems prior to close that provide at least the 320

same functionality as the existing systems – in other words, Verizon bears the risk of 321

ensuring the systems work properly.  This is entirely different from the previous 322

transactions Dr. Selwyn mentions.  And, in any case, risk allocation between parties is a 323

standard part of any deal negotiation, and any attempt to alter the risk allocation would 324

amount to a renegotiation of the terms to which the parties agreed.  Even if the 325
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Commission has the authority, there is no basis for the Commission to alter the arms-326

length arrangement that the parties reached.327

328

IV. IBEW ISSUES329

A. Randy Barber330

Q. Please respond to IBEW witness Barber’s proposals that Verizon and Frontier be 331

required to “fundamentally renegotiate” the transaction to establish a Joint Venture 332

between Verizon and Frontier or, in the alternative, to require that Verizon provide 333

a warranty or guarantee for more than five years to ensure that Frontier meet 334

certain service milestones following the closing of the transaction.  (Barber Direct 335

Ex 1 at 56-62).  336

A. Mr. Barber’s proposal is, in essence, the same as Dr. Selwyn’s discussed above, and 337

should be rejected for the same reasons.338

339

B. Susan Baldwin340

Q. Ms. Baldwin states that “it is important for regulators, as they assess the value of 341

Frontier’s broadband promises, to recognize their limitations.  It is also important 342

to assess which company, Verizon or Frontier, is better positioned to bring Illinois 343

into the 21st century.”  (Baldwin Direct, IBEW Ex 2 p 45.)  Please respond.344

A. Ms. Baldwin appears to be suggesting that the Commission should not approve the 345

Transaction because she believes Verizon is better positioned to deploy advanced 346

services in Illinois.  This is not the case.  Moreover, as Frontier witness McCarthy 347

explains in his direct and rebuttal testimony, Frontier is highly focused on the type of 348
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markets it is acquiring in this transaction, and will provide quality service.  Frontier’s 349

strategic focus is on rural areas and smaller cities of the type it will be acquiring; its 350

investment decisions will not compete with alternative priorities, such as wireless service 351

and FiOS.352

353

Q. Ms. Baldwin states that Verizon received total interstate high-cost support 354

payments of $9,739,086 in 2008, and that “despite the fact that Verizon receives 355

high-cost support, it nonetheless has left many consumers without access to DSL.”  356

(Baldwin Direct, IBEW Ex 2 p 54)  Please respond.357

A. First, Ms. Baldwin is wrong on the facts – Verizon did not receive $9.7 million in “high-358

cost” support.  Second, she is wrong in assuming that the federal support Verizon 359

receives can or should be used to provide broadband services; in fact, Verizon is 360

precluded by law from using these funds for such services.  361

362

None of the support funds Verizon receives are intended for, or can be used for, the 363

provisioning of broadband services. The FCC has a specific list of supported services, 364

which does not include broadband services.  In addition, this Commission requires that 365

carriers receiving federal High Cost Support submit an annual affidavit verifying that 366

those funds are being used for the purposes that the FCC intended.  As such, if a 367

company used federal support for the provisioning of DSL, it would be out of compliance 368

with federal law and Commission policy.369

370
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The total amount of federal universal service support (not high cost support) Verizon 371

received in Illinois for 2008 was $9,631,699.  Of this $9.6 million, $7.9 million, or 82%, 372

was in the form of Interstate Access Support; $1 million was in the form of Low Income 373

Support; and only $0.7 million was in the form of Local Switching Support (LSS is the 374

only support received that might be considered “high-cost” support).  Interstate Access 375

Support was established as a result of the CALLS proposal to overhaul the interstate 376

access charge system, and was intended to help replace the implicit support carriers 377

previously collected through interstate access charges.  The Low Income Program 378

reimburses eligible telecommunications carriers for the revenue they forgo by providing 379

Lifeline, Link-Up, and Toll Limitation Services to low income households. Finally, 380

Local Switching Support is a subsidy provided to rural carriers, and is designated to help 381

carriers recoup some of the fixed switching costs of providing service to rural customers. 382

In other words, LSS helps keep rural rates comparable to more densely populated urban 383

areas.384

385

Q. Ms. Baldwin suggests that Frontier is not likely to increase broadband deployment. 386

(Baldwin Dir., IBEW Ex 2) Please respond.387

A. Mr. McCarthy discussed this issue in his testimony, but I will note that Ms. Baldwin 388

relies on misleading investment figures.  (Baldwin Dir., IBEW Ex 2 p55)  She suggests 389

that Verizon invested an average of $132 per access line in 2007 and $153 per access line 390

in 2008 in the service areas being transferred.  These figures, however, are skewed by 391

expenditures on FiOS video in a small number of states.  When one subtracts the capital 392

expenditure spent on FiOS video, on a per-line basis for 2007 and 2008, Verizon 393
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expended approximately $85 per line in core non-FiOS capital investments in the areas 394

Frontier will acquire.  395

396

Q. In reference to NTIA-funded broadband mapping, Ms. Baldwin requests that the 397

Commission condition approval on Verizon’s agreement to “provide detailed data 398

and to cooperate fully so that this transaction does not jeopardize the state’s ability399

to fulfill its broadband goals.” Specifically, she requests that Verizon “compile and 400

provide all necessary data regarding the location of the households and businesses 401

in Verizon’s Illinois footprint and the location of Verizon’s High Speed Internet 402

access services in Illinois to enable the state to achieve its broadband goals 403

efficiently.”  (Baldwin Dr., IBEW Ex 2 p 58 )Please respond.404

A. Mr. McCarthy has made it clear in his direct testimony that Frontier intends to expand 405

broadband availability in Illinois and to comply with any Illinois state requirements 406

associated with “advanced services” availability.  Ms. Baldwin’s additional condition 407

seeking to require broadband mapping is unnecessary and will become out of date once 408

Frontier engages on its broadband expansion plans after the closing of the transaction.409

410

Further, there is no process in place today for such information to be received.  Senate 411

Bill 766 (PA - 95-0684), the High Speed Internet Services and Information Technology 412

Act, was passed in 2007 to create a public-private partnership to build a broadband map 413

in the state.  However, Illinois has yet to appropriate the $4 million in state funding made 414

available to create the map and build the partnership. If Illinois’ process is not in place 415
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before the transaction closes, then Verizon will no longer have access to the information; 416

Frontier will be best positioned to provide it.417

418

Q. Ms. Baldwin claims that Verizon’s service quality has deteriorated.  (Baldwin Direct 419

IBEW Ex 2 pp 61-77.)  How do you respond?420

A. Let me begin with a few general observations.  As an initial matter, her claim is irrelevant 421

to this proceeding because it pre-dates the transaction and thus by definition could not 422

cause harm resulting from the transaction.  That is all the more so given that the 423

transaction involves the transfer of exchanges from Verizon and consequently will 424

eliminate any opportunity for any alleged shortcomings in Verizon’s service quality to 425

affect the transferred exchanges.  In any event, this claim is also without merit.  Ms 426

Baldwin cherry-picks a few measures of service quality, which she obtains from ARMIS 427

at a Holding Company level, and attempts to cast them as a state specific trend. Clearly 428

this is inappropriate.429

430

Further, Staff Witness Samuel McClerren has attached to his direct testimony twelve-431

months of seven service quality results that he deemed important. (See McClerren 432

Rebuttal, Staff Ex 1 Attachment-2)  A review of the history of these seven service metrics 433

from January, 2006 to present show only 18 misses (out of 315 entries) over the period of 434

45 months. Perhaps, more importantly, Mr. McClerren identifies Trouble Reports per 100 435

access lines as a number that “[p]ortrays the general condition of the ILEC’s telephone 436

plant” (McClerren Direct Ex 1 at 20); an objective that Verizon has never missed. 437

438
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Q. Ms. Baldwin says: “The fact that Verizon’s timeliness of repairing out of service 439

troubles and installing basic service has deteriorated without any apparent 440

repercussion for the company, underscores the need for regulatory oversight of an 441

incumbent carrier’s service quality.”  (Baldwin Direct, IBEW EX 2 p 77.)  Please 442

respond.443

A. Ms. Baldwin is again inappropriately evaluating ARMIS data, which she queried at a 444

Holding Company level (Verizon GTE and Verizon Bell Atlantic) in an effort to asses 445

service quality for Verizon at a state level. This improperly skews the analysis. However, 446

a better approach is that of Staff witness, Samuel McClerren, who has presented an 447

exhibit summarizing state specific data for Service Installations and for Out Of Service 448

conditions. (See McClerren Direct, Staff Ex 1 Attachment-2) As can be seen from 449

Attachment-2, Verizon has consistently met or exceeded its service quality objectives, 450

and the few times that misses have occurred, as I explained above, are all easily 451

explained. 452

453

Ms. Baldwin’s statement concerning the absence of “any apparent repercussions” is also 454

is inaccurate. The Commission’s Administrative Rule Part 732.30 mandates automatic 455

credits which Verizon pays to customers when appointment, installation and out-of-456

service objectives are missed. In addition, the Commission’s administrative Rule Part 457

730.120 provides for possible Commission imposed penalties for missed service quality 458

objectives. However, the Commission has had no reason to impose those penalty 459

provisions. 460

461
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Q. Ms. Baldwin recommends that Verizon establish a “Broadband Escrow Fund” to 462

ultimately ensure deployment to 100% of Spinco lines.  (Baldwin Direct, IBEW Ex 2463

p  89) Would you like to comment?464

A. Like all her other proposed conditions, this is unjustified.  The question before the 465

Commission is whether the transaction complies with Section 7-204(b) of the Act, and 466

the Joint Applicants have shown that it does.  Ms. Baldwin’s proposal for a Verizon fund 467

is yet another attempt to fundamentally rewrite the deal agreed to by Frontier and 468

Verizon.469

470

Q. Ms. Baldwin recommends that Verizon pay for an audit of its outside plant and that 471

Verizon put into escrow the funds necessary to follow through on the specific 472

recommendations of the audit. (Baldwin Direct, IBEW Ex 2 pp 100-101) Please 473

comment.  474

A. Verizon disagrees.  There is no basis for this recommendation because there is no 475

credible evidence that Verizon’s outside plant is in any way deficient.  And her 476

suggestion that Frontier somehow naively agreed to this transaction without doing 477

appropriate due diligence on the plant is not correct.  Frontier has significant experience 478

in providing service in areas of precisely this type and in acquiring operations in such 479

service areas.  Frontier has both the knowledge and experience necessary to evaluate the 480

operations it would be acquiring and to understand their value.  Indeed, Frontier and its 481

predecessors acquired approximately 1.6 million lines in 2000 and 2001 from the former 482

GTE and other ILECs – it is quite familiar with the networks we have deployed. 483

484
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In short, this is a transaction between two sophisticated parties who have negotiated a 485

deal on an arm-length basis, and there is no basis to change the terms of that deal by 486

requiring Verizon to set aside additional money to enable Frontier to obtain an even 487

better network than what it agreed to acquire in the transaction.488

489

Q. Ms Baldwin recommends still another escrow account funded by Verizon, named 490

the Service Quality Incentive Escrow Fund, which is intended to address her post-491

transaction service quality concerns.  (Baldwin Direct, Union Ex 2 p 101)  Do you 492

believe this fund in needed?493

A. Again, such a condition has no basis for the reasons given above.  Indeed, it would be 494

counterproductive: the reason is that the Commission’s Rules that authorize penalties for 495

inadequate service quality create an incentive for a carrier to provide adequate service 496

quality to avoid payment of the fines.  83 Ill.Adm.Code 730.  Under Ms. Baldwin’s 497

proposal, however, that particular incentive would be lost because if Frontier had service 498

quality issues, Verizon, rather than Frontier would effectively pay the penalties.499

500

V. COMCAST ISSUES501

Q. Please summarize the issues raised by Comcast witness Solis in his direct testimony.502

A. Comcast witness Solis raises two principal issues.  First, he explains that Comcast has 503

executed numerous wholesale transactions with Verizon and its ILEC affiliates 504

throughout the country, and has found that “Verizon’s OSS arrangements and operating 505

procedures work well overall, in large part because there is a high degree of automation 506

in these systems, including electronic bonding capabilities which Comcast leverages.”  507
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(Solis Direct at 8).  He purports to be concerned, though, that Frontier might not provide 508

the same level and quality of wholesale service.  Second, he claims that there is 509

“insufficient evidence” that the replication and transfer of existing wholesale systems will 510

go smoothly, and has proposed, for example, that the Commission require third-party 511

testing of the systems.512

513

Q. Please respond to these claims.514

A. As I discussed in my direct testimony, and as Verizon witness Smith discusses, Frontier 515

will receive the same systems and employees used by Verizon prior to the close of the 516

transaction to fulfill CLEC orders, and therefore Comcast’s concerns about Frontier’s 517

ability to offer the same level and quality of service are unfounded.  Also, Mr. Smith 518

addresses and rebuts every concern that Comcast (and others) raise about our system 519

replication process.520

521

Q. Mr. Solis also raises concerns about CLEC access to the ALI database used to 522

support 911 emergency services (Solis Direct, Comcast p 42).  Please discuss.523

A. Verizon and Frontier recognize the critical importance of ensuring reliable 911 service 524

following the close of the transaction.  Verizon will replicate the ALI database and all 525

related systems and put them into operation along with the other replicated OSS systems 526

prior to closing.  Thus, Frontier will simply assume operation of an existing, operational 527

system.  From a CLEC perspective, other than a new URL address, nothing will change.  528

A CLEC will continue to update the database in the same manner as it did before.  The 529

transition with respect to 911 will be seamless.530
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531

Q. Mr. Solis states that this transaction differs from some of the largest telecom 532

mergers over the past decade, including CenturyTel–Embarq, because in those 533

other cases the acquiring entity assumed control of the entire wholesale support 534

systems. (Solis Dir., Comcast pp 27-28) Do you agree?535

A. No.  In fact, Frontier will be receiving the entire replicated wholesale support systems for 536

the operations that are acquired; therefore, I believe this transaction is similar to the 537

CenturyTel-Embarq transaction and is very different from the FairPoint and Hawaiian 538

Telcom transactions.  Frontier witness McCarthy discusses in more detail the similarity 539

between this transaction and the CenturyTel-Embarq transaction.540

541

Q. Please summarize the issues raised by Comcast witness Pelcovitis in his direct 542

testimony.543

A. First, Mr. Pelcovitis raises the same issues as Mr. Solis concerning systems replication 544

and the FairPoint and Hawaiian Telcom transactions.  I have already addressed these 545

issues, and Verizon witness Smith addresses them in his rebuttal.546

547

Second, Mr. Pelcovitis argues that to promote competition in Illinois, the Commission 548

should impose a variety of conditions, including: (1) prohibit Frontier from ever seeking 549

a rural exemption under the Federal Telecommunications Act; (2) allow CLECs to extend 550

their existing interconnection agreements for three years after the date of closing of the 551

transaction; (3) impose “evergreen” commitments in these interconnection agreements552

that would extend the existing interconnection agreements, upon a CLEC’s request, for 553
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successive months until one party provides 90 days notice to the other to terminate or 554

renegotiate; and (4) freeze rates for wholesale service, reciprocal compensation, and other 555

services for three years.  (Pelcovitis Direct, Comcast p36-51).556

557

These conditions are an attempt to circumvent the negotiation and arbitration process 558

mandated by the Federal Telecommunications Act, and they have no connection to the 559

proposed transaction.  For example, Verizon is free to renegotiate rates, terms and 560

conditions of wholesale services in accord with the federal law and existing ICAs, and 561

Comcast would be bound by any negotiated or arbitrated result.  562

563

VI. DOD/FEA AND IPTA ISSUES564

Q. Please address the IPTA’s concerns about Docket No. 98-0195.565

A. The IPTA is concerned that the final order in Docket No. 98-0195, which currently 566

applies to Verizon North, might not apply to Verizon North after the transaction.  Verizon 567

and Frontier agree that the final order will continue to apply post-transaction to current 568

Verizon North territory.569

570

Q. Please address the DoD/FEA’s concerns about rates and services post-transaction.571

A. The DoD/FEA’s primary concern is that the transaction might affect existing 572

provisioning procedures, rates, or service quality. But there is no basis for this concern.  573

As discussed in Joint Applicants’ direct testimony, and as Verizon witness Smith 574

explains in his rebuttal testimony, Verizon’s existing systems will be replicated and will 575

be in place and operating before they are transferred to Frontier.  Also, as Frontier 576
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witness McCarthy has stated, Verizon’s end-users will continue to receive the same 577

services, rates, and terms and conditions as they received immediately prior to the 578

transaction.579

580

Q. DoD/FEA Witness King discusses the FairPoint and Hawaiian Telcom transactions, 581

and recommends that the Commission establish “safeguards” to ensure this 582

transaction goes smoothly.  (King Direct, DoD/FEA Ex 1 pp 3-8.)  Please respond.583

A. Verizon witness Smith and Frontier witness McCarthy explain in detail why this 584

transaction is very different from the earlier transactions, and therefore the conditions 585

proposed by DoD/FEA  (and other Intervenors) are unwarranted.586

587

VII. CONCLUSION588

Q. Does this conclude your rebuttal testimony?589

A. Yes. 590


